Join the Field Experiment On December 19th!
Many of us are "Soul Whisperers." We bring the intention for peace into the world
and endeavor to unify with nature, with spirit, and with the hearts of others. We know
that our souls create a wave of light and love that foundation
a field that can be shared.
In this experiment we are co-creating an intention, joining our souls, and creating a
wave of peace and love to enfold the earth!
Click here for details.
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We have held our Light and energies strong in 2017~
We continue to stand in Peace, Unity, and Love

February in New Mexico

Interview with Flo Aeveia
Alan Hunter and Flo Magdalena had an in-depth interview about the
growing interest in HeartThread, and a discussion about Flo's books:
"I Remember Union" and "Sunlight on Water." To hear Flo's interview
archived on 'Transitions Radio Magazine' click:
http://transitionsmedia.com/2017/02/flo-aeveia-magdalena-heartthread-colleen-maurospiritual-telepathy-show-1720/

Emissary of Light Programs
On February 7th, we held a program entitled "Be an Emissary of Light"
with Mary Magdalene. She spoke about our lineage from Origin,
and requested that we create "Origin Groups." Here is our first one!
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Bringing Balance in the Midst of Chaos
On February 8th, we held a program called "Bringing Balance in the

Midst of Chaos: Tools to Transform Your World" with The Council of
Light & The Galactic Federation. We were all deeply connected with The
Galactic even though most of those attending had not had this
experience before. We received important and practical knowledge from
The Council, as well as tools to balance in this precarious time.
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HeartThread Practitioners Training
On February 9th, we held a warm and lovely HeartThread "fireside chat"
with current HT facilitators, followed by a weekend of training.
Here are our HeartThread Practitioners:

For more questions or information in the New England
area contact Flo Magdalena: 802-722-9554.
In the New Mexico & West Coast areas contact
Karen Trujillo-Heffernan: 949-547-4066
or Raphael Weisman: 575-770-1228.
Or, visit www.HeartThreadInternational.com
You can also visit
www.SoulSupportSystems.org/heartthread
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To hear more details on all the happenings in
New Mexico, click here
Joy Melchizedek also trained HeartThread practitioners Linda GarehApplegate, Shari Brandt and Barbara Smelzer at a Pennsylvania training
in September and certified Linda and Barbara.

Congrats to Linda and Barbara
For more questions or information
in the Pennsylvania area
contact Joy Melchizedek: 717-449-3256
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REMINDER: Save the Dates!
Soul Recognition, Ojai, CA Easter Weekend; March 29-April 2, 2018
HeartThread events; Ojai, CA; April 3-5, 2018
Warm Water Soul Recognition; Angel's Rest, Leyden, MA; May 10-13, 2018
Soul Recognition; The Cove at Birdsong Creek, Whittier, NC; June 28-July 1, 2018
Warm Water Soul Recognition; Angel's Rest, Leyden, MA; August 7-12, 2018
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Our Latest Soul Recognition Retreat
Soul Recognition at Angel's Rest
In September, as you can see and feel, we had an incredible and
restorative experience at "Angel's Rest Retreat!"

Nancy Strachan sums it up so nicely with her fond
recollections, and a very special poem- click here!
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The Machu Picchu Experience
Pilgrimage to
Machu Picchu

Machu Picchu Mountain

One of the most amazing things was the
connection we felt at Machu Picchu with
The Ones With No Names (TNO). They
had indicated their presence on the
mountain, a kind of transmission site,
however, it wasn't until we were standing
across from this spot that we saw and felt
the reality of their presence.

There is a story beginning there in Peru for us about the role that TNO has
played in the unfolding of human destiny and the importance of the work that we
do, day by day, to empower others to remember their connection with this
destiny. (TNO have assured me that this story is forthcoming and part of the
unfolding of the next year.)

Click each link below to see more!
MP1stBlog; MP2ndBlog; MP3rdBlog; & MP4thBlog

The Bolivia Experience
Sacred Bolivia
Our enchanting and intensive trip to Bolivia
included many hours on Lake Titicaca.
See the wonderful images and highlights in
Flo's blogs created during the excursions.
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Click each link below, to see more!
Bol1stBlog; & Bol2ndBlog
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Opportunities for 2018!

Help Write the Book on Soul Recognition!
Our new book will be entitled: "The Journey of Remembrance: Recognizing
Our Soul's Presence."
If you have experienced a Soul Recognition, we would love to hear about your
journey and add your experience for inclusion in our forthcoming book.
Please email your submissions to Flo Aeveia. We would love to receive them over
the winter, edit the book in the spring and publish in the summer.
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A Year-Long Forum for Living Your Potential
Each of us has a plan that is very well designed, because we devised
it ourselves!
We have all come to set in motion this design, which encompasses the world and
creates more Order, Light, Truth and Union.
This forum is designed to assist you in more fully acknowledging your part and
understanding your next steps toward action and involvement.
The Ones With No Names will provide you with personal information and guidance
in how to actualize your potential and clarify your 'Action Steps' so that you move
into the fullest expression of your purpose with ease and grace!

Click here for more of the details.
Click here for purchase page.
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Advanced Energy Practices
Take your Soul Recognition Experience to a Deeper Level!
Once we open the connection to our Soul, continuing to live from our essence is a
choice that requests us to listen, hear, integrate and unify this amazing and clear
place within us, to live soul-fully!
This course is an in-depth, hands-on training that provides ongoing instruction in
personal and inter-personal Soul and energetic connections.
Click here for more details
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A New E-Book!
Hearts of the Village
Wherever you are and whatever you face, a
power within you awaits expression!
You have within you the wise spark of vital life
force that guides us all. That spark guides you to
act in your world in a way only you can do. And
because it is part of a larger plan that includes
everyone, you find that your actions fit into a
larger design that supports others, too!
If you have the thought - the world is ready.
If you have the urgency, it's time!
Buy Here:

Suzan Moll; Cover Art
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STAY CONNECTED:

